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Inverse interpretation is a semantics based, non-standard interpretation of programs. Given

a program and a value, an inverse interpreter finds all or one of the inputs, that would yield

the given value as output with normal forward evaluation. The Reverse Universal Resolving

Algorithm is a new variant of the Universal Resolving Algorithm for inverse interpretation.

The new variant outperforms the original algorithm in several cases, e.g., when unpacking

a list using inverse interpretation of a pack program. It uses inverse driving as its main

technique,whichhasnotbeendescribed indetail before. Inversedrivingmayfindapplication

with, e.g., supercompilation, thus suggesting a new kind of program inverter.

© 2011 Published by Elsevier Inc.

1. Introduction

Inverse interpretation is a semantics based, non-standard interpretation of programs [13]. Given a program and a value,

an inverse interpreter finds all or one of the inputs, that would yield the given value as output with normal forward eval-

uation. Forward interpretation of a program, p, is the foundation of inverse interpretation. The connective ‘�’ denotes the

input/output relation, i.e.,

p : i � o.

For programs defining a bijective function, inverse interpretation is simply a matter of computing the inverse function.

In case of injective, but not surjective, functions, the inverse is only a partial function, but a function none-the-less. In these

cases, the inverse interpreter will have to find at most one value.

When the input toan inverse interpreterinvint is aprogramthatdefinesanon-injective function, the inverse is a relation,

only. In this case we have a choice of what to do. The first choice is the existential solution: find just one value and stop.

invint : (p, o) � i where p : i � o

The other choice is the universal solution: find all the inputs that would yield the given output under forward evaluation.

invint : (p, o) � {i | p : i � o}
Here we must remark that in general we cannot know when we have found all possible values, so inverse interpretation

may continue indefinitely, even after the last valid input has been found.

Motivation.Many problems are the inverse of other problems. For example encoding and decoding programs are the inverse

of each other, run-length-encoding/-decoding, zip/unzip, etc. Instead of writing two programs, e.g., zip and unzip, we can

just write one of the programs and use inverse interpretation to perform the inverse computation.
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zip : u � v

invint : (zip, v) � u

Another example is the undo feature of common office applications. Here wemust take care wrt information loss (e.g., delete

actions). A final example is related to reverse engineering; it may require the dis-assembly of a machine-code program –

inverse interpretation of an assembler will serve as a dis-assembler.

The Universal Resolving Algorithm (abbreviated as URA) is an algorithm for doing inverse interpretation [4]. While it

solves the problem and is more efficient than the first inverse interpreter defined in [13], it still turns out to be too slow

in some cases for practical applications to be feasible. This is primarily because it searches through all possible execution

traces for valid input/output pairs.

This paper gives a new variant of URA, called the Reverse Universal Resolving Algorithm (abbreviated as Reverse URA). In

several cases, it has improved efficiency over URA. This is because it exploits knowledge of output data to a greater extent,

reducing the size of the search-space.

Organization of this paper. Section 2 defines the flowchart programming language used in this paper. Section 3 introduces

the forward perfect driving relation. Also, it introduces URA for the flowchart language. Section 4 covers the inverse driving

relation and Reverse URA. Section 5 explains the differences in performance of URA and Reverse URA by experiments with

both algorithms. The final section (Section 7) concludes the paper and gives suggestions for future directions of research.

‘�’ concludes examples and remarks.

The reader is assumed familiarwith the basic theory regardingmatching patterns to values, unification, and substitutions.

An introduction to this subject may be found in [12]. Sets are written using { } (the empty set as ∅); functions are written

as sets of mappings, where each map is written using ‘�→’ as in, e.g., {x �→ Z, y �→ S(Z)} – the function that maps x and y

to Z and S(Z), and is undefined for everything else. Substitutions are written in a separate fashion as sets of variable/term

substitutions using ‘←’, as in, e.g., {Z ← x, S(Z)← y} – the substitution that maps variable x and y to Z and S(Z) and all

other variables to themselves.

2. Flowchart language

A flowchart graph language has been invented for the purpose of presenting forward perfect driving, URA, Reverse URA,

and inverse driving in a simple way. Therefore the features of the language has been kept to a minimum that emphasizes

the key features of the driving relation, only. This amounts to set-valued evaluation of programs, information propagation,

but no lazy evaluation, as was originally also an essential part of driving [19].

The programming language is inspired by the programming languages used in [14,15]. The basic instructions of the

original languages have been simplified and special instructions for value duplication, equality test, and non-equality test

have been added. The paragraphs below introduce the necessary domains and functions. A summary of the language and

its semantics is given in Fig. 1.

The values v ∈ V used in computation are terms over constructor symbols

V � v ::= C(v1, . . . , vn)

where we assume a fixed set of constructors, C ∈ C. The constructors are given as ‘symbol/arity’. The parentheses after

constructors with zero arity will be omitted when writing values. For the rest of this paper, we use

C = {Z/0, S/1, ()/0, ()/1, (, )/2, Ci/0, T/0, F/0}
as the fixed set of constructor symbols. S/1 and Z/0 are used for unary representation of natural numbers; ()/0 and (, )/2
are used for lists (the latter is also used for pairs in general); T/0 and F/0 represent true and false; ()/1 is needed for equality

test- and duplication-instructions. Constructors using the same symbol, but with different arities are distinct. The special

constructor, Ci/0, is used as initial value for program variables other than in.

Example 1 (Elements of the set of values). Using the set of constructors, C, introduced above we may construct an infinite

number values. Examples of such values are

Value Meaning

Z The number zero

(Z) A unary tuple containing the number zero – distinct from Z

S(S(Z)) The number two

(T, F) A pair of values – first element is ‘True’, the second is ‘False’

() The empty list

(T, (T, ())) A list containing two elements �
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All values of computation are held in a global store. This store is a total function from program variables to values

� � σ : X → V

where � is the set of all such stores and X is the set of variables. 1 We will overload the application of the global store for

instantiating patterns. Given a pattern, p = C(x1, . . . , xm), we will let σ(p) = C(σ (x1), . . . , σ (xm)).
Two special program variables, in and out, contain the input and output of the computation. Before evaluation of the

first instruction, an initial store is given by

init(u) = λx .

⎧⎨
⎩

u if x = in

Ci otherwise
(1)

where u is the input for the computation.

After successful evaluation of each instruction, the store is updated with new bindings. For a store, σ , and new bindings

(a partial store/function), ρ , the updated store is found using

update(σ, ρ) = {x �→ v | (x �→ v) ∈ ρ}
∪ {x �→ v | (x �→ v) ∈ σ ∧ (x �→ v′) �∈ ρ}. (2)

Sometimes a more compact notation for store updates is useful. Instead of using a set notation, a list of updates will be

written postfix to indicate an equivalent store update. This “shorthand” notation is written as

σ [x1 �→ v1, . . . , xm �→ vm] = update(σ, {x1 �→ v1, . . . , xm �→ vm}).
Example 2 (Global Store Update). If we have a store σ = {x1 �→ v1, x2 �→ v2, x3 �→ v3}, then an update is given by

σ [x1 �→ v4, x3 �→ v5] = {x1 �→ v4, x2 �→ v2, x3 �→ v5}.
Similarly, if ρ = {x1 �→ v4, x3 �→ v5}, then update(σ, ρ) would yield the same updated store. �

The relation between duplication and equality test for forward and inverse computation has been explored in [7]. It may

be summarized as

�(v) = (v, v)

�(v1, v2) = (v1) if v1 = v2

�(v1, v2) = (v1, v2) if v1 �= v2.

(3)

This function has the relevant property that it is its own inverse. It will be used to define the semantics of basic instructions,

that perform (explicit) value duplication, equality test, and non-equality test.

Example 3 (Duplication and Equality Tests). The following table shows the result of applying function �· to different values.

application of �· result

�(S(Z)) (S(Z), S(Z))

�(S(Z), S(Z)) (S(Z))

�(S(Z), Ci) (S(Z), Ci)

�(Ci, Ci) (Ci)

�(S(Z), (T, F)) (S(Z), (T, F)) �

When evaluating the instructions of our language, pattern matching is used. We only need a very simple definition of

patterns. 2

P ::= x | C(x1, . . . , xm)

To simplify things even further, we will also limit ourselves to linear patterns, i.e., patterns where each program variable

occurs at most once. Pattern matching may either succeed returning a set of bindings (a partial store), or it may fail denoted

1 Here we assume a fixed set of global variables. The domain of the global store is decided by the program variables used in the program being interpreted.
2 The simple definition of patterns was chosen to make the definition of forward and inverse driving simpler.
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Fig. 1. The flowchart programming language.

by fail.

match : P × V → ((X ⇀ V) ∪ fail)

Example 4 (PatternMatch). The table below shows the result of applying thematch function to different patterns and values.

application of match result

match(S(x2), S(Z)) {x2 �→ Z}
match(Z, S(Z)) fail

match((x1), S(S(Z))) {x1 �→ S(S(Z))}
match((x2, x3), (S(Z), S(Z))) {x2 �→ S(Z), x3 �→ S(Z)}
match(x3, (S(Z), (T, F))) fail

match((x3, x4), Ci) fail

match((x3, x4), (S(Z), (T, F))) {x3 �→ S(Z), x4 �→ (T, F)} �

Using the domains and functions given above,we are ready to define theflowchart programming language used in the rest

of this paper. Programs consist of simple basic instructions connected in the fashion of a multi-graph. The basic instructions

are the elementary operations of the programming language.

Definition 1 (Basic Instructions). The set of all basic instructions is denoted by I. There are five different kinds of basic

instructions. Their syntax is given in Fig. 1b. Basic instructions are subject to the following rules:
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Fig. 2. Program for addition of a pair of numbers.

1. All patterns in basic instructions must be linear – i.e., a program variable may occur at most once in any pattern.

2. The 〈·〉 patterns are only used as indicated.

3. The in variable may only occur on the left hand side of �⇒.

Evaluation of basic instructions always terminates. It should be noted that it is always the program variables on the right

hand side of ‘�⇒’ that get updated.

Definition 2 (Basic Instruction Semantics). The semantics of basic instructions is given by

e (〈p1〉 �⇒ 〈p2〉) σ = match(p2, �σ(p1))
e (p1 �⇒ p2) σ = match(p2, σ (p1)).

Example 5 (Basic Instruction Evaluation). For a store, σ = {x1 �→ S(Z), x2 �→ (T, F), x3 �→ Ci, x4 �→ Ci}, the table below

shows the result of evaluating different instructions.

instruction, i result, e i σ

x1 �⇒ S(x2) {x2 �→ Z}
x1 �⇒ Z fail

S(x1) �⇒ x1 {x1 �→ S(S(Z))}
〈(x1)〉 �⇒ 〈(x2, x3)〉 {x2 �→ S(Z), x3 �→ S(Z)}

〈(x1, x2)〉 �⇒ 〈(x3)〉 fail

〈(x3, x4)〉 �⇒ 〈(x3, x4)〉 fail

〈(x1, x2)〉 �⇒ 〈(x1, x3)〉 {x1 �→ S(Z), x3 �→ (T, F)}
The evaluation of the last two instructions, both non-equality tests, deserve further remark. In the first case, the values stored

in program variables x3 and x4 are equal, so evaluation fails. In the second case the values stored in program variables x1 and

x2 are non-equal so evaluation succeeds, thus updating the program variables on the right hand side of �⇒. �

Definition 3 (Programs). A program, (E,N, X), is a labeled directedmulti-graph, where N is the set of nodes, including start

and stop; E ⊂ N × I× N is the set of edges labeled with basic instructions; X is the set of global variables for the program,

including in and out. Furthermore, a program is subject to the following rules:

1. All variables in the instructions on the edges E are also in X .

2. E, N, and X are finite sets.

The flowchart language is similar to a first order functional programming language with tail recursion only. While it is

easier to write programs in a functional setting, the flowchart representation was chosen because it does a better job at

presenting the inverse driving relation.

Example 6 (Program for Addition). An example program, add, is shown in Fig. 2. It uses the tuple constructor (, )/2 for

matching input, and the numbers being added are encoded in a simple unary fashion using S/1 and Z/0.
The program can also be written as a first order functional program with tail recursion only, as
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add (Z, y)= y

add (S(x), y)= add (x, S(y)). �

Evaluation of programs proceed from the start node of the program and continue until the stop node is reached.

Definition 4 (Flowchart Forward Semantics). For some input value u, the initial evaluation state is (start, init(u)). The
three rules in Fig. 1c define the semantics of programs. →i⊂ � × � is the relation defining instruction evaluation,

→⊂ (N × �)× (N × �) is the evaluation step, and→∗ is the closure of→.

The evaluation step in Definition 4 also implies the definition of a state transition list. Such lists will have an initial state,

(start, init(u)), as its first element. The succeeding elements form an evaluation path from this state.

Example 7 (Program Evaluation). If we evaluate the example program of Fig. 2 with input (S(Z), S(S(Z))), this will result in

the state transition list

[(start, {in �→ (S(Z), S(S(Z))), x �→ Ci, out �→ Ci}),
(1, {in �→ (S(Z), S(S(Z))), x �→ S(Z), out �→ S(S(Z))}),
(2, {in �→ (S(Z), S(S(Z))), x �→ Z, out �→ S(S(Z))}),
(1, {in �→ (S(Z), S(S(Z))), x �→ Z, out �→ S(S(S(Z)))}),

(stop, {in �→ (S(Z), S(S(Z))), x �→ Z, out �→ S(S(S(Z)))})].
Furthermore, this implies that

add : (S(Z), S(S(Z))) � S(S(S(Z))). �

Determinism and orthogonality. Many programming languages only allow users to write deterministic programs. In terms of

the flowchart language this means that for any program q and values v1 and v2, if q : v1 � u1, q : v2 � u2, and v1 = v2,

then u1 = u2. Thus far, this aspect has been omitted from our flowchart language. It can be added easily, through the use of

an orthogonality criterion.

Definition 5 (Orthogonality). Two pattern match instructions, x1 �⇒ C1(. . .) and x2 �⇒ C2(. . .) are orthogonal, iff x1 = x2
and C1 �= C2. An equality test instruction and a non-equality test instruction are orthogonal, iff their left hand sides are

equal.

Proposition 1 (Local Determinism). If all instructions on the outgoing edges from a node are pair-wise orthogonal, then for any

store σ evaluation of at most one instruction will succeed.

Example 8 (Basic Instruction Orthogonality). (x �⇒ (x, y)) and (x �⇒ (x)) are orthogonal, and so are (〈(x, y)〉 �⇒ 〈(x, z)〉)
and (〈(x, y)〉 �⇒ 〈(x)〉). On the other hand, (x �⇒ (x, y)) and (y �⇒ (x, y)) are not orthogonal. Neither are (S(x) �⇒ x) and
(Z �⇒ x), or (〈(x)〉 �⇒ 〈(x, y)〉) and (〈(x, y)〉 �⇒ 〈(x)〉). �

The following lemma can be used to prove that evaluation of a programwill proceed in a deterministic fashion. Although

this feature is necessary for talking about the meaning of a program as a function, it is not essential to URA or Reverse URA.

Lemma1 (Global Determinism). A program (E,N, X) is deterministic, if for each n ∈ N, the labels on all outgoing edges (n, i, n′)
are pairwise orthogonal, and there are no out-going edges from the stop node.

Example 9. The addition program in Fig. 2 is globally deterministic by Lemma 1. Only node 1 has more than one outgoing

edge, and the two pattern match instructions labeling those edges are orthogonal. Also, there are no out-going edges from

the stop node. �

3. Forward perfect driving

Instead of using concrete values (elements of V), driving uses terms containingmetavariables (elements of V̂) to represent

sets of values (set-values).

V̂ � v̂ ::= C(v̂1, . . . , v̂m) | x̂
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It should be noted that V ⊂ V̂ . We call V the ground subset of V̂ . 3 All the basic theory needed for the operations on

metavariables and elements of V̂ (substitution, unification, solving sets of equalities and non-equalities) is given in [12].

Also, the notation used here is the same.

A substitution for metavariables θ = {v̂1 ← x̂1, . . . , v̂m ← x̂m} assigns each occurrence of x̂i in term, v̂, to v̂i, written

postfix as v̂θ . A unifier θ of two set-values v̂1 and v̂2 is a substitution such that v̂1θ = v̂2θ . It is amost general unifier, written

mgu(v̂1, v̂2), if for any other unifier θ ′ there is a substitution θ ′′ such that θ ′ = θ ◦ θ ′′ (where ‘◦’ is the usual composition

of substitutions).

If θ = mgu(v̂1, v̂2) �= fail, then θ is a solution to the equation v̂1θ = v̂2θ . For a set of equalities A, θ
′ = solve(A) denotes

the most general unifier that is a solution to all the equalities in the set. If there is no such solution, then solve(A) = fail.

Each v̂ ∈ V̂ represents the a of values in V . The || · || function maps a set-value to the set of ground values it represents

through the definition of substitutions.

||v̂|| = {v | ∃θ.v = v̂θ ∧ v ∈ V} (4)

Example 10 (Unification and Set-Value Instances). If v̂1 = (x̂, x̂) and v̂2 = (x̂, ŷ), then mgu(v̂1, v̂2) = {x̂ ← ŷ}. On the

other hand, if v̂3 = S(x̂), then mgu(v̂1, v̂3) = fail. The values v1 = (S(Z), Z), v2 = (T, F), and v3 = (T, T) are all ground

instances of v̂2 (i.e., v1, v2, v3 ∈ ||v̂2||), while only v3 is a ground instance of v̂1 (i.e., v3 ∈ ||v̂1||).
For a set of equalities, A = {S(x̂) = ŷ, ŷ = S(S(ẑ))}, we find a solution solve(A) = {S(x̂)← ŷ, S(ẑ)← x̂}. �

A set-valued store σ̂ ∈ �̂ maps all program variables and patterns containing program variables to elements in V̂ . We

remark that � ⊂ �̂. We extend the use of substitutions to set-valued stores, so that

σ̂ θ = {x �→ v̂θ | x �→ v̂ ∈ σ̂ }.
We extend the meaning of ‘update’ and ‘init’ to apply for set-valued stores as well. Also, we overload the meaning of || · || so
that it applies to set-valued stores as well. In this way, we may talk of all the ground stores (a subset of �) represented by a

single set-valued store (a single element in �̂).

||σ̂ || = {σ | ∃θ.σ = σ̂ θ ∧ σ ∈ �} (5)

Using set-values in V̂ ,wemay represent sets of possible values forprogramvariables– this amounts topositive information

about the values, which the program variablesmay hold. Thus far we have the necessary theory for positive driving only (see,

e.g. [17,18]). We also need a way to represent negative information: the values, that the program variables may not take. For

this purpose we use non-equalities. This will allow us to do perfect driving with both positive and negative information [16].

Definition 6 (Non-equality). A non-equality v̂1 �= v̂2 is a contradiction, iff there is no substitution, θ , such that v̂1θ ∈ V is

non-equal to v̂2θ ∈ V , i.e., v̂1 does not dis-unify with v̂2. A non-equality v̂1 �= v̂2 is a tautology, iff there is no substitution,

θ , such that v̂1θ ∈ V is equal to v̂2θ ∈ V , i.e., v̂1 does not unify with v̂2. A non-equality is valid, iff it is not contradicting.

Definition 7 (Finite Non-equality Sets). A finite set of non-equalities Ẑ is contradicting, iff it contains a contradicting non-

equality. It is valid, written valid(Ẑ), iff all its elements are valid. The set of finite sets of non-equalities is denoted by Ẑ.

We extend the application of substitutions for finite sets of non-equalities, so that

Ẑθ = {v̂1θ �= v̂2θ | v̂1 �= v̂2 ∈ Ẑ} .
Example 11 (Validity of Non-Equalities). The elements of Ẑ = {x̂ �= ŷ, S(x̂) �= ẑ, ẑ �= Z} are all valid, therefore Ẑ is valid as

well. On the other hand if θ = {x̂← ŷ}, then Ẑθ is invalid, as x̂θ �= ŷθ is a contradiction. �

If we had chosen a different set for C so that we only had constructors with zero arity, V and V̂ would have been finite sets. In

such cases, the above criterion for validity of a finite set of non-equalities does not hold. For C = {T/0, F/0}, the non-equality
set Ẑ = {x̂ �= T, x̂ �= F} is not valid as a whole, even though it contains no single contradicting non-equality. There is no

substitution for x̂ that will not invalidate one of the equations while making all values in the non-equalities ground. In this

paper we will assume C has been chosen so that this situation does not occur.

Using finite sets of non-equalities, we may overload || · || even further. The equations below show how such sets restrict

the ground instances of set-values.

3 The value terms (the V set) are like the ground terms of Prolog, whereas the terms that may containmetavariables (the V̂ set) are like Prolog terms in general.

Indeed, metavariables behave much like the variables in Prolog wrt substitutions and (sound) unification.
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||(v̂, Ẑ)|| = {v | ∃θ.v = v̂θ ∧ v ∈ V ∧ valid(Ẑθ)} (6)

||(σ̂ , Ẑ)|| = {σ | ∃θ.σ = σ̂ θ ∧ σ ∈ � ∧ valid(Ẑθ)} (7)

Where normal forward evaluation uses states representing a concrete store at a specific node in a program (n, σ ), driving
uses state-sets with a set-valued store, where each program variable may hold a set of different values restricted by a finite

set of non-equalities. The state-sets of driving are still bound to a specific node in the program at hand, however.

Definition 8 (State Sets). A state-set is a triple (n, σ̂ , Ẑ) ∈ N × �̂ × Ẑ.

We may formalize the notion of the set of ground instances of a state set. This overloads || · || for the last time.

||(n, σ̂ , Ẑ)|| = {(n, σ ) | σ ∈ ||(σ̂ , Ẑ)||} (8)

Forward perfect driving rules.Where the evaluation step of Definition 4 is a binary relation on N×�, the driving step relates

the state-sets of Definition 8. Through the definition of || · ||, a driving step may be said to relate sets of concrete states to

their successors as found with a normal evaluation step.

Sometimes new metavariables are introduced during a driving step. In the following definitions of driving rules (the

pattern match driving rule) such “fresh” metavariables will be written with a ‘prime’ as in, e.g., x̂′.
Assignment instructions. Assignment instructions are the easiest to drive. They simply involve updating of the set-valued

store. Neither the rest of the store nor the set of non-equalities will be affected.

(assignment)

C(x1, . . . , xm) �⇒ x : (σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒i (σ̂ [x �→ C(σ̂ (x1), . . . , σ̂ (xm))], Ẑ)
Example 12. The addition program contains an edge similar to (2, S(y) �⇒ y, 1). If we have a state-set such as (2, {x �→
S(x̂′), y �→ ŷ, in �→ (S(x̂′), ŷ), . . .},∅), then driving will produce the state set (1, {x �→ S(x̂′), y �→ S(ŷ), . . .},∅). �

Pattern match instructions. For driving a pattern match instruction (x �⇒ p), with store σ̂ and non-equality set Ẑ , it must be

the case that σ̂ (x) matches p. In case p = C(x1, . . . , xm) and σ̂ (x) = C(v̂1, . . . , v̂m), driving the pattern match instruction

will simply result in an assignment of {x1 �→ v̂1, . . . , xm �→ v̂m}. In case σ̂ (x) = x̂, x̂ must be instantiated so that σ̂ (x) is
certain to match p, and this information must propagate to the rest of the store and the set of non-equalities.

θ = mgu(C(x̂′1, . . . , x̂′m), σ̂ (x)) �= fail valid(Ẑθ)
(pattern match)

x �⇒ C(x1, . . . , xm) : (σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒i ((σ̂ [x1 �→ x̂′1, . . . , xm �→ x̂′m])θ, Ẑθ)

Example 13. The program in Fig. 2 has an edge (1, x �⇒ S(x), 2). If we have the state-set (n, σ̂ , Ẑ) = (1, {x �→ x̂, out �→
ŷ, in �→ (x̂, ŷ)},∅), then forward perfect driving will produce a new state-set, (2, {x �→ x̂′, out �→ ŷ, in �→ (S(x̂′), ŷ)},∅),
where x̂′ is a fresh metavariable. This is because mgu(S(x̂′), σ̂ (x)) = mgu(S(x̂′), x̂) = {S(x̂′)← x̂}. �

Duplication instructions. Driving a duplication instruction is much like driving two assignments. As was the case with the

assignment rule above, this amounts to updating the set-valued store, only.

(duplication)

〈(x)〉 �⇒ 〈(x1, x2)〉 : (σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒i (σ̂ [x1 �→ σ̂ (x), x2 �→ σ̂ (x)], Ẑ)
Example 14. For a set-valued store σ̂ = {x �→ v̂1, y �→ v̂2} and an empty non-equality set Ẑ = ∅ driving of instruction

〈(x)〉 �⇒ 〈(x, y)〉would give

〈(x)〉 �⇒ 〈(x, y)〉 : (σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒i ({x �→ v̂1, y �→ v̂1}, Ẑ). �

Equality test instructions. For any set-valued store σ̂ , if θ = mgu(σ̂ (x1), σ̂ (x2)) �= fail, then the set of ground instances of

(σ̂ θ)(x1) must be the same as the set of ground instances of (σ̂ θ)(x2) by definition of the most general unifier. When θ
is applied to the entire store σ̂ ′ = σ̂ θ , all ground instances of the resulting store σ ′ ∈ ||σ̂ ′|| will yield the same value for

σ ′(x1) and σ ′(x2).
When driving an equality test instruction, we have to keep in mind that the substitution resulting from unifying the

set-values in the store belonging to the program variables being tested, must be applied to the set of non-equalities as well.

This situation is similar to the one described for the pattern match rule above.

θ = mgu(σ̂ (x1), σ̂ (x2)) �= fail valid(Ẑθ)
(equality)

〈(x1, x2)〉 �⇒ 〈(x)〉 : (σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒i ((σ̂ [x �→ σ̂ (x1)])θ, Ẑθ)
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Example 15. For a store σ̂ = {x �→ F, y �→ ŷ, z �→ S(ẑ)} and non-equality set Ẑ = {ŷ �= F, ẑ �= S(x̂)} an example of valid

driving is

〈(y, z)〉 �⇒ 〈(x)〉 : (σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒i ({x �→ S(ẑ), y �→ S(ẑ), z �→ S(ẑ)}, {S(ẑ) �= F, ẑ �= S(x̂)})
whereasdriving thebasic instruction (〈(x, y)〉 �⇒ 〈(x)〉) and (〈(x, z)〉 �⇒ 〈(x)〉) is impossible. In caseof the former instruction

it would make the first element of Ẑ a contradiction. In the other case, mgu(σ̂ (x), σ̂ (z)) = fail. �

Non-equality test instructions. The non-equality test instruction is the reason for the need of the non-equality set in the

state-set representation. After driving such instructions, it must be ensured that the values for the program variables being

tested must be distinct in any ground instances of the resulting state-set.

valid(Ẑ ∪ {σ̂ (x1) �= σ̂ (x2)})
(non-equality)〈(x1, x2)〉 �⇒ 〈(x3, x4)〉 :

(n, σ̂ , Ẑ)⇒i (n
′, σ̂ [x3 �→ σ̂ (x1), x4 �→ σ̂ (x2)], Ẑ ∪ {σ̂ (x1) �= σ̂ (x2)})

Example 16. Using the same store σ̂ and set of non-equalities Ẑ as in the previous example, an example of driving of a

non-equality test is

〈(x, y)〉 �⇒ 〈(x, z)〉 : (σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒i ({x �→ F, y �→ ŷ, z �→ S(ẑ)}, {ŷ �= F, ẑ �= S(x̂), F �= ŷ}). �

Definition 9 (Forward Perfect Driving). The rule for forward perfect driving of state-sets is

(n, i, n′) ∈ E i : (σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒i (σ̂ ′, Ẑ′)
(forward perfect driving).

(E,N, X) : (n, σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒ (n′, σ̂ ′, Ẑ′)

Proposition 2 (Driving and Concrete Evaluation). If (n, σ̂ , Ẑ)⇒ (n′, σ̂ ′, Ẑ′), then for all valid, ground instances (n′, σ̂ ′θ) ∈
||(n′, σ̂ ′, Ẑ′)|| and (n, σ̂ θ) ∈ ||(n, σ̂ , Ẑ)||, (n, σ̂ θ) → (n′, σ̂ ′θ). Also, if (n, σ ) → (n′, σ ′), then (n, σ,∅) ⇒ (n′, σ ′, Ẑ),
where Ẑ contains only tautologies.

No proof of the above proposition will be given here. For a thorough proof of the correctness of perfect driving, see [5].

Although a different programming language (and thus, different driving rules) is used in that paper, there is no need to

replicate the effort here.

Perfect process trees. The notion of a perfect process tree follows the forward perfect driving relation [9]. Each node in a process

tree is labeled with a state-set (Definition 8). Such a tree has the state-set representing all initial computation states as its

root. The children of each node are all the state-sets, that succeed the state-set of that node, when using forward perfect

driving.

Per definition, all branches in the perfect process tree will correspond to a set of state transitions of forward (ground)

evaluation. If a program allows for iteration, the perfect process tree will have infinite depth (more specifically: if an infinite

input implies an infinite computation, then the perfect process tree will have infinite depth). Also, the perfect process tree

will be finitely branching.

While the algorithm presented in the next section does not use such a tree explicitly, the notion helps for understanding

what is going on. Previous expositions of URA use the notion of a perfect process tree to a greater extent (see, e.g. [4]).

3.1. Universal Resolving Algorithm

URA has three main parts: (1) production of a perfect process tree, (2) tabulation of input/output pairs found at stop

nodes in the tree, and (3) extraction of valid inputs from the table. Algorithm 1merges this three stage approach into a single

loop. Since there is a possibility that the process tree will be infinite, a breadth first search strategy is chosen. While the

search proceeds, relevant input/output pairs are found (line 7) and immediately tested and relevant inputs are given to the

user (line 9 and 10). l and m are auxiliary variables; the former keeps track of the depth of the process tree that has been

explored, while the latter counts the total number of nodes that have been generated.

Algorithm 1 is not entirely complete. Instead of yielding pairs in V̂ × Ẑ it should yield values in V . The easiest way to do

this is by tabulating the pairs found. At each iteration of the while-loop, a single new ground instance of each of the pairs

generated is given to the user.

Theorem 1 (Soundness of URA). Algorithm 1 is sound: for a user given program q and value u it will yield only (v̂, Ẑ), for which

all v ∈ ||(v̂, Ẑ)|| it is the case that q : v � u.
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Algorithm 1 Universal Resolving Algorithm

1: u← user specified value

2: (E,N, X)← user specified program

3: S← {(start, init(x̂′),∅)}
4: l← 1

5: m← 1

6: while S �= ∅ do
7: for all (stop, σ̂ , Ẑ) ∈ S do

8: θ ← mgu(σ̂ (out), u)

9: if θ �= fail ∧ valid(Ẑθ) then

10: yield (σ̂ (in)θ, Ẑθ)
11: end if

12: end for

13: S← {s′ | s ∈ S ∧ (E,N, X) : s ⇒ s′}
14: l← l + 1

15: m← m+ |S|
16: end while

Theorem 2 (Completeness of URA). Algorithm 1 is complete: for a user given program q and value u it will for any value v such

that q : v � u eventually find some (σ̂ , Ẑ) such that v ∈ ||(v̂, Ẑ)||.
Both the above theorems follow from Proposition 2. For the first theorem, it is easy to see that S will only hold state-sets

where the elements in the set of instances for each element in S are the final state in a state transition list of length l.

Therefore the ground instances of the pairs the algorithm yields will be sound solutions (the unification of σ̂ (out) with the

user supplied value u ensures this).

For the second theorem, itmust be so that the last element in any l length state transition list is amember of the instances

of at least one element in S.

Remark 1. The introductionmade a distinction between the universal and the existential solution for inverse interpretation.

Algorithm 1 has been presented as a coroutine. In case the user wants the existential solution, the algorithm has to be called

only once. In case the user wants more solutions, the algorithm must be re-entered. �

Example 17 (Inverse Interpretation with URA). Running URA with the addition program of Fig. 2 with user supplied value

u = S(S(S(Z)))will give the following iterations (as the program contains no non-equality test instructions, there is no need

for the set of non-equalities here):

iteration node store

1 start {in �→ ŷ, out �→ Ci, x �→ Ci}
2 1 {in �→ (x̂′, ŷ′), out �→ ŷ′, x �→ x̂′}
3 2 {in �→ (S(x̂′′), ŷ′), out �→ ŷ′, x �→ x̂′′}

stop {in �→ (Z, ŷ′), out �→ ŷ′, x �→ Z}
4 1 {in �→ (S(x̂′′), ŷ′), out �→ S(ŷ′), x �→ x̂′′}
5 2 {in �→ (S(S(x̂′′′)), ŷ′), out �→ S(ŷ′), x �→ x̂′′′}

stop {in �→ (S(Z), ŷ′), out �→ S(ŷ′), x �→ Z}
...

...
...

At iteration 3 and 5 we find two stop nodes. Here we may extract the first relevant inputs: (Z, S(S(S(Z)))) and

(S(Z), S(S(Z))). �

4. Inverse driving

The forward perfect driving relation connects the ground instances of a state-set to the ground instances that follow

through normal forward evaluation. Inverse driving on the other hand relate the ground instances of a state-set to the set of

ground instances preceding them.

The naïve approach to defining inverse driving is simply to flip the sides of ‘ �⇒’ for each instruction, and then use the

previously defined perfect forward driving rules. This would give the following inverse driving rule
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p2 �⇒ p1 : (σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒i (σ̂ ′, Ẑ′)
(naïve inverse driving).

p1 �⇒ p2 : (σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒−1i (σ̂ ′, Ẑ′)
This approach will fail for two reasons: it does not take information loss and implicit duplication into account.

Information loss. During forward evaluation of a basic instruction, the values in the program variables on the right hand side

of ‘�⇒’ will be overwritten. If we evaluate (p1 �⇒ p2) then all program variables in vars(p2) will be overwritten. If any of

those variables occur in the left hand pattern, p1, then the value they contain will be saved, though – it is used to overwrite

the values contained in the program variables on the right hand side.

For the purpose of inverse driving, this means that the values in all the program variables vars(p2)\vars(p1) will be

overwritten and lost. Before evaluation (in the forward sense of Definition 4) these program variables could have contained

anything without having any effect on the resulting store.

Example 18 (Information Loss). Evaluating the instruction ((x, y) �⇒ z) with a store σ = {x �→ vx, y �→ vy, z �→ vz, . . .}
before evaluation and σ ′ after evaluation, then σ ′(z) = (vx, vy). In this case vz is lost from the store.

If on the other hand a program variable appears on both the left- and right-hand side of ‘ �⇒’ as in the instruction

((x, y) �⇒ x) with σ = {x �→ vx, y �→ vy, z �→ vz} being the evaluation store before evaluation, then no information loss

takes place. The resulting store would be σ ′ = {x �→ (vx, vy), y �→ vy, z �→ vz}. �

If σ̂ represents the set of stores after evaluation of an instruction (p1 �⇒ p2), and σ̂ ′ represents the set of stores before

evaluation, then ∀x ∈ vars(p2)\vars(p1).||σ̂ ′(x)|| = V . For the purpose of inverse driving, the erased part of the store uses

“fresh” metavariables to represent such “any value”. For each program variable a “fresh” metavariable is introduced in the

definition of ‘erase’ in Eq. (9) below. The fresh metavariables are marked with a ping.

erase (p1 �⇒ p2) = [x �→ x̂′ | x ∈ vars(p2)\vars(p1)] (9)

Implicit duplication. As explained in [7], a value duplication in the forward direction of evaluation amounts to an equality

test in the inverse direction. The use of equality test- and duplication-instructions, already handles this explicitly, but it is

possible to do value duplication in another way, too. If two basic instructions (S(x) �⇒ y) and (S(x) �⇒ z) are evaluated in

series, then the value originally contained in the store for program variable x, will be contained in the value of both program

variable y and z after evaluation of both instructions.

To summarize, for an instruction (p1 �⇒ p2), all variables vars(p1)\vars(p2)may be subject to implicit duplication. Their

content will overwrite the content of other program variables, thus duplicating (some) of the value they hold. The implicit

duplication rule below ensures that the set-values for the affected program variables has the same set of ground instances

before and after evaluation. The substitution θ must be applied to the entire store and the set of non-equalities at the end

of an inverse driving step to ensure that the information it carries is propagated to the entire state-set.

θ = solve({σ̂ (x) = σ̂ ′(x) | x ∈ vars(p1)\vars(p2)}) �= fail
(implicit duplication)

p1 �⇒ p2 : (σ̂ , σ̂ ′) � θ

Example 19 (Implicit Duplication). If σ̂ and σ̂ ′ are the set-valued stores representing all stores before and after forward

evaluation of the pattern match instruction ((x, y) �⇒ y), then ||σ̂ (x)|| = ||σ̂ ′(x)|| but not ||σ̂ (y)|| = ||σ̂ ′(y)||. �

4.1. Inverse Driving Relation

The inverse driving relation must take the above discussions into account. First, an instruction is driven according to

the rules given in the paragraphs below. Then the set-valued store must be updated to take information loss into account.

Afterwards, the set of equations due to implicit duplication must be solved. Finally, the set of non-equalities (possibly

enlarged in case of a non-equality test instruction, or narrowed in case of duplication- and assignment-instructions) must

be checked wrt the solution of duplication-equalities.

Wewill use the rule below for inverse driving of basic instructions.⇒−1i is defined for each instructions in the paragraphs

below. Finally, we give a rule for driving state-sets wrt some program.

i : (σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒−1i (σ̂ ′, Ẑ′)
i : (σ̂ , σ̂ ′ · erase(i)) � θ

valid(Ẑ′θ)
(inverse driving)

i : (σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒−1 (σ̂ ′θ, Ẑ′θ)

Pattern match instructions. Pattern match instructions in inverse driving behave like assignment instructions. If σ is a store

before normal forward evaluation of instruction (x �⇒ p), then σ(x)must match pattern p. If x �∈ vars(p), then the value for

x after evaluation must also match pattern p. This is handled by the implicit duplication relation, ‘�’.
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(pattern match)

x �⇒ C(x1, . . . , xm) : (σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒−1i (σ̂ [x �→ C(σ̂ (x1), . . . , σ̂ (xm))], Ẑ)

Example 20. If (σ̂ , Ẑ) = ({x �→ x̂, y �→ ŷ},∅) represents the set of states after evaluation of a pattern match instruction

i = (x �⇒ S(y)) (ignoring the node for this and the next inverse driving examples), then for all s ∈ ||({x �→ S(ŷ), y �→
ŷ},∅)||, it will be the case that i : s→i s

′ and s′ ∈ ||(σ̂ , Ẑ)||. �

Assignment instructions. Assignment for inverse driving is like patternmatch instructions in the forward direction of driving.

If σ is the store after evaluation of an assignment instructions (p �⇒ x), then σ(x) must match p.

In terms of the inverse driving relation, we talk about all such preceding states. If σ̂ represents the set of stores after

evaluation, then a substitution (a narrowing of the instances of the set-values) θ such that for all σ ∈ ||σ̂ θ ||must match the

pattern p.

θ = mgu(σ̂ (x), C(x̂′1, . . . , x̂′m)) �= fail
(assignment)

C(x1, . . . , xm) �⇒ x : (σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒−1i ((σ̂ [x1 �→ x̂′1, . . . , xm �→ x̂′m])θ, Ẑθ)

Example 21. Inverse driving of instruction (S(out) �⇒ out) with a store {out �→ x̂, x �→ x̂} yields a new set-valued store

{out �→ x̂′, x �→ S(x̂′)}, where x̂′ is a fresh metavariable. �

Value duplication instructions.As remarked earlier, duplication is the inverse of an equality test. Therefore, inverse driving of a

duplication instruction, must ensure that the affected program variables hold the same value (while still taking information

loss into account). This is done using the most general unifier as before.

The substitutionmust be applied to the set of non-equalities. The test for validity is handled by the inverse driving relation

‘⇒−1’.
θ = mgu(σ̂ (x1), σ̂ (x2)) �= fail

(duplication)

〈(x)〉 �⇒ 〈(x1, x2)〉 : (σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒−1i ((σ̂ [x �→ σ̂ (x1)])θ, Ẑθ)

Example 22. Inverse driving of the duplication instruction (〈(z)〉 �⇒ 〈(x, y)〉)with store σ̂ = {x �→ F, y �→ ŷ, z �→ ẑ} and
empty non-equality set will give a new set-valued store σ̂ ′ = {x �→ x̂′, y �→ ŷ′, z �→ F}. �

Equality test instructions. An equality test is the inverse of a value duplication. This means that inverse driving of equality

test instructions must proceed like the forward perfect driving of duplication instructions, i.e., it must work like a double

assignment.

(equality)

〈(x1, x2)〉 �⇒ 〈(x)〉 : (σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒−1i (σ̂ [x1 �→ σ̂ (x), x2 �→ σ̂ (x)], Ẑ)
Example 23. Inverse driving of instruction (〈(x, y)〉 �⇒ 〈(x)〉) with set-valued store σ̂ = {x �→ T, y �→ ŷ} and an empty

set of non-equalities, then the resulting store is σ̂ ′ = {x �→ T, y �→ T}. If the set of non-equalities had contained ŷ �= T ,

then inverse driving of this instruction would not have succeeded (because of the rule for implicit duplication). �

Non-equality test instructions. The inverse of a non-equality test is also a non-equality test. For an instruction 〈(x1, x2)〉 �⇒
〈(x3, x4)〉, the store value of x1 and x2 must be non-equal before instruction evaluation, and after evaluation the store value

for x3 must be non-equal to that of x4.

(non-equality)〈(x1, x2)〉 �⇒ 〈(x3, x4)〉 :
(σ̂ , Ẑ)⇒−1i (σ̂ [x1 �→ σ̂ (x3), x2 �→ σ̂ (x4)], Ẑ ∪ {σ̂ (x3) �= σ̂ (x4)})

Example 24. Using the same set-valued store σ̂ as in the previous example, inverse driving of instruction (〈(x, y)〉 �⇒
〈(x, y)〉) will yield σ̂ and a non-equality set containing T �= ŷ. �

Definition 10 (Inverse Driving). The inverse driving relation is⇒−1⊂ (N × �̂ × Ẑ)× (N × �̂ × Ẑ). The rule for inverse

driving of state-sets is

(n′, i, n) ∈ E i : (σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒−1 (σ̂ ′, Ẑ′)
(inverse driving)

(E,N, X) : (n, σ̂ , Ẑ) ⇒−1 (n′, σ̂ ′, Ẑ′)

Proposition 3 (Inverse Driving and Forward Evaluation). If

(n, σ̂ , Ẑ)⇒−1 (n′, σ̂ ′, Ẑ′)
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then for a substitution θ and all valid ground instances (n′, σ̂ ′θ) ∈ ||(n′, σ̂ ′, Ẑ′)|| it is the case that (n, σ̂ θ) ∈ ||(n, σ̂ , Ẑ)|| and
(n′, σ̂ ′θ)→ (n, σ̂ θ). Also, if (n, σ )→ (n′, σ ′), then (n′, σ ′,∅)⇒−1 s where (n, σ ) ∈ ||s||.
Inverse process trees. Just like the forward perfect driving relation gave rise to the notion of a perfect process tree, the inverse

driving relation gives rise to the notion of an inverse process tree. In such trees, the nodes are still labeled with state-sets, but

the rootnode represents all final statesof computation– for someparticular computation result, ifoutmaps toagroundvalue.

Thechildrenof eachnodeare labeledwithall the state-sets, that follow fromtheirparent, through the inversedriving relation.

Just like the notion of a perfect process tree serves to explain URA, the inverse process tree serves to explain Reverse URA.

The inverse process tree defines a search space: it models the state space of computation. Reverse URA is a search algorithm

for this particular space. It searches for valid start states, that lead to the final state given by the user, through a specification

of the result of normal forward evaluation.

4.2. Reverse Universal Resolving Algorithm

Reverse URA is similar in structure to URA. It has three similar parts: (1) production of an inverse process tree based on

the user supplied output, (2) tabulation of input/output pairs, and (3) extraction of valid inputs. Algorithm 2 implements

this three stage approach in a fashion similar to Algorithm 1.

The same comments wrt output and concrete values applies to this algorithm as well.

Algorithm 2 Reverse Universal Resolving Algorithm

1: u← user specified value

2: (E,N, X)← user specified program

3: S← {(stop, {out �→ u, in �→ x̂′, x1 �→ x̂′1, . . .},∅)}
4: l← 1

5: m← 1

6: while S �= ∅ do
7: for all (start, σ̂ , Ẑ) ∈ S do

8: θ ← solve({σ̂ (x) = Ci | x ∈ X, x �= in})
9: if θ �= fail ∧ valid(Ẑθ) then

10: yield (σ̂ (in)θ, Ẑθ)
11: end if

12: end for

13: S← {s′ | s ∈ S ∧ (E,N, X) : s ⇒−1 s′}
14: l← l + 1

15: m← m+ |S|
16: end while

Theorem 3 (Soundness of Reverse URA). Algorithm 2 is sound: for a user given program, q, and value, u, it will yield only (v̂, Ẑ)

for which all v ∈ ||(v̂, Ẑ)|| it is the case that q : v � u.

Theorem 4 (Completeness of Reverse URA). Algorithm 2 is complete: for a user given program, q, and value, u, it will for any v,

such that q : v � u, find some (v̂, Ẑ), such that v ∈ ||(v̂, Ẑ)||.
The above theorems are true for much the same reasons as those for URA. Themain difference is that Proposition 3 starts

at the other end of the state transition lists. The essential part is that whenever a start node is found, it must be the first

state in a state transition list with the user supplied stop state as the final element.

Remark 2. Algorithm 2 has also been given as a co-routine in the same fashion as Algorithm 1. In this way it can be used

for both the existential and universal solution. �

Example 25 (Inverse Interpretation with Reverse URA). We use Reverse URA on the addition program of Fig. 2 with u =
S(S(S(Z))). This gives the following iterations (again we do not need the sets of non-equalities):
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iteration node store

1 stop {in �→ ŷ, out �→ S(S(S(Z))), x �→ x̂}
2 1 {in �→ ŷ, out �→ S(S(S(Z))), x �→ Z}
3 start {in �→ (Z, S(S(S(Z)))), out �→ x̂′, x �→ x̂′′}

2 {in �→ ŷ, out �→ S(S(Z)), x �→ Z}
4 1 {in �→ ŷ, out �→ S(S(Z)), x �→ S(Z)}
5 start {in �→ (S(Z), S(S(Z))), out �→ x̂′′′, x �→ x̂′′′′}

2 {in �→ ŷ, out �→ S(Z), x �→ S(Z)}
...

...
...

At iteration 3 and 5 we collect the first results. Here we get the relevant inputs: (Z, S(S(S(Z)))) and (S(Z), S(S(Z))). �

5. Experimental results

The performance of Reverse URA and URA have been compared on a small number test programs. The results of the

comparison are given in Table 1. In all cases, the algorithms were used in universal mode. The termination column of the

table shows whether the algorithms stopped after finding the last valid input. The time in the table shows how much time

was spent until the last solution was found. The nodes columns show howmany nodes were visited before the final solution

was found. It should be remarked that the implementation tested elements of S as soon as theywere generated, thusmaking

the listed numbers slightly different from the values of m they reflect.

While this comparison is not exhaustive, it points out some differences in the strengths and weaknesses of the two

algorithms.

The tests were performed on an dual Intel Core2 CPU 6300 running at 1.86 GHz with 2 GB of memory using Kernel Linux

2.6.32-28-generic. The inverse interpreters were implemented in Haskell using the GlasgowHaskell Compiler version 6.12.1

(using single-threaded execution only).

Pack. This programperforms run-length encoding of the input list. The results given in Table 1 is for the value ‘[(T, 2), (F, 2),
(T, 2), (F, 2), (T, 2)]’.

As can be seen, Reverse URA outperforms URA tremendously in this case (and for other outputs as well). This is because

URA really packs not just one list, but all different lists as it proceeds through the perfect process tree. Reverse URA on the

other hand, has to deal with only the list provided by the user: it exploits knowledge of the output.

A variant of URA, for a call-by-name, first order functional language improves this somewhat [6]. Using an outside-in

evaluation strategy, it is possible to exploit knowledge of the output before the entire computation is finished. This approach

however, is difficult to compare with Reverse URA, as they are defined for different programming languages.

Reverse. This program simply reverses the order of the elements in a list. URA and Reverse URA were compared on a 1000-

element list containing the numbers 1 to 1000. This makes for fairly large terms in the representation of the state-sets (we

use the unary representation of numbers).

While URA explores more than twice the number of state-sets compared to Reverse URA it is still faster. This is because

the additional work required by Reverse URA for handling information loss and implicit duplication takes some additional

time, making each inverse driving step slower than a similar forward one.

Add. This is the test program from Fig. 2. The value given to URA and Reverse URA was ‘1000’.

Remark 3. In thereverseexample,URAwas faster, even though it searchedagreater spaceof state-sets. In the testwithadd,
the two algorithms searched the same number of nodes and Reverse URAwas the fastest. One simple explanation is that the

state-sets contained smaller values in the case of add, thusmaking the overhead of information loss and implicit duplication

negligible. On the other hand URA has to do more work when encountering stop nodes in case of this program. �

Table 1

Summary of experimental results.

Program URA Rev. URA

Time Nodes Termination Time Nodes Termination

pack 20s 86008 No 1s 115 Yes

reverse 16s 2508 No 36s 1006 Yes

add 30s 3002 No 1s 3002 Yes

fibonacci 1s 376 No 4s 33892 No
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Fibonacci. Evaluation of this program computes the nth Fibonacci number. The number used for the test was 89 – the 10th

Fibonacci number.

In this case URAwon the race against Reverse URA. This is due to the construction of the program. For the case of URA, the

program had only a small number of branches in the perfect process tree. In case of Reverse URA, there weremany “artificial

branches”. Branches that lead towards no start node representing no forward evaluation trace at all.

When comparing the algorithmsusing other Fibonacci numbers, the difference in performancewas similar. Going beyond

the 10th Fibonacci number, Reverse URA became very slow.

Partial inverse interpretation. Thus far, URA and Reverse URA have been presented as algorithms for “pure” inverse inter-

pretation. All output is known – all input is unknown. Really, both algorithms invite for a more general application where

both input and output is unknown, partially known, or completely known. Here, the algorithms serve to complete a partially

known input/output relation.

No comparison of the two algorithms has been completed for this application, but already, some general observations

have been made. URA benefits tremendously from knowing parts of the input, as this serves to reduce the search-space.

Reverse URA on the other hand does not make any benefit from knowing parts of the input – it can only use it when it has

encountered a start node in the inverse process tree; it cannot use partially known input for reducing the search-space.

6. Related work

The inversedriving relationwasoriginally suggestedbyRomanenko [15], but itwasnot defined indetail. Itwas introduced

for the purpose of improving a supercompiler, making specialization wrt output possible.

Inverse interpretation. The first algorithm for inverse interpretation was presented in [13]. It uses a generate-and-test ap-

proach. It generates all possible inputs and tests each in turn. To avoid getting stuck in non-terminating evaluations, only n

inputs are generated and evaluation proceeds to a maximum of n steps at each iteration. Finally n is incremented and more

inputs are generated and tested further.

In short, this approach reads the program in the forward direction using concrete representation of each possible input.

URAalso reads theprogram in a forwarddirection,while using state-sets insteadof concrete states as explained in Section3.1.

Reverse URA uses the same state-set representation, but reads the program in the backwards direction.

Finally, programming languages such as Janus allow for an inverse interpretation using a built-in keyword (in the case of

Janus, the keyword is ‘uncall’) [20]. Such inverse interpretation uses concrete states and reverse reading. A similar approach

uses program inversion as described below.

Table 2 summarizes the different strategies of inverse interpretation. The two categorizations of the algorithms are: di-

rection of program reading and representation of states. As can be seen from the table, Reverse URA fits a strategy not explored

previously.

Program inversion. A program inverter is a program transformer that takes a program as input and produces a new program

that computes the inverse function. This requires that the input program computes an injective function, thus limiting the

applicability of this transformation.

The relationship between program inversion and inverse interpretation may summarized as

q : v � u

invint : (q, u) � v

inv : q � q′

q′ : u � v

whereqmustbeaninjectiveprogram.Usually,thisisenforcedthroughrulesandrestrictionsforthetargetlanguage,see,e.g.[7,8].

Substituting the usual forward driving rules of a supercompiler with the inverse driving relation presented in Section 4,

suggests a new kind of program inverter. This program inverter was originally suggested in [15].

Supercompilation and semantic modifiers. Another way of building a new program inverter is through the use of a program

specializer. 4 This is a program that takes another program as input, and some of the input, this program requires. It then

produces a new, residual program that performs the computation related to the rest of the input [11]. Specializing an inverse

interpreter wrt some program will produce the inverse program [10].

spec : (invint, q) � q′

inv : q � q′

spec : (spec, invint) � inv

spec : (spec, spec) � cogen

cogen : invint � inv

In this way, the inverse interpreter serves as an example of a semantic modifier [1–3].

4 A supercompiler is one such program specializer. A partial evaluator is another.
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Table 2

Summary of the different strategies of inverse interpretation.

Forward reading Reverse reading

Concrete states Generate and test Inverse semantics

State sets URA Reverse URA

7. Conclusion

This paper has presented a new variant of URA, Reverse URA that uses inverse driving for exploring the state-space of

program evaluation. This approach has proven more efficient than forward perfect driving in a number of cases. The case of

the pack program is the best case for Reverse URA thus far, but other programs exist, where this algorithm is also the fastest.

In some cases, the new algorithm is slower than URA. In particular the inverse driving step is slower than the usual for-

ward perfect driving step. This means that URAmay still be faster, even though it searches a larger state space. Also, reading

programs in reverse may yield “impossible” branches in the inverse process tree, that lead to no useful start state. This

implies that programsmay have to be constructedwith inverse driving inmind to ensure good performance of Reverse URA.

7.1. Directions for future research

Inverse driving of other languages. This paper has focused on a simple flowchart language for the purpose of keeping the

exposition simple. Defining the inverse driving relation for other languages follows naturally, as the same effort has been

made for forward driving (positive and perfect).

In particular, inverse driving of lazy functional languages would make an interesting contribution as it would allow for a

comparison of Reverse URA with the URA variant presented in [6].

Inverse driving for program inversion.As suggested in [15], the inverse drivingwouldmake a novel addition to a supercompiler.

This would be a step towards a new kind of program inverter. Where such program transformers usually only allow for

injective programs, a supercompiler with inverse driving would allow for non-injective programs as well.

This implies some new problems. In particular it means that non-determinism must be handled in some way. Also,

information loss may pose a problem in the inverted programs.

Further comparison of URA and Reverse URA. Thus far, Reverse URA and URA have only been compared on a small number

of test programs. Testing the algorithms wrt to new problems will give a better picture of their strengths and weaknesses.

Combination of URA and Reverse URA. It may be possible to combine forward and inverse driving to produce yet another

variant of URA. The first step might be to run the algorithms in parallel, thus reaping the benefit of both techniques. A more

involved approach might let the two process trees “meet in the middle”.
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